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Use automatic plate recognition
in your business

lmprove the smoothness of the passage, increase safety in the facitity

and improve the work of security.

Vcn
keep supervision



VnetLPR system can automate proces and traffic flow increases, and also increases safety
on the premises of the facility.

VnetLPR was created out of the real needs of the client and the challenges posed by the
changing market. The functionality is constantly developed with the customer's needs and
the development of his company.

Safety, comfort and simplicity of working with the system make Clients [ike to work with
VnetlPR.

The solution combines elements of automatic recognition of vehicle license plates with
event monitoring and a notification and pass system, giving the possibility to manage logistic
processes.

Many of functionalities guarantees optimization of the management process and reduction
of the costs of running a business. ,

The system interface is intuitive, clear and easy to use, accessible via a web browser. The
navigation bar is adjusted for the given user according to the the granted permissions .
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; Vn et LPR' why you shoutd choose vnetlpR?



VnetlPR is innovative entry controI solutions
offering a number of functionalities:
JD Electronic book of entries, exits and pedestrian traffic

;:D A multi-level system of granting permissions and / or retrieving them on an ongoing basis

from externalsystems

,i:D) Service of the parking cash register, self-notification terminals

*D} lnformation exchange with the client's systems

.;D} lntegration with lT systems (accounting and warehouse software, logistic systems, access

controlsystems)

.;;> Controlof barriers, information boards, printers of passes, lD card readers

];D Access to the system resources via a web browser

.}D ExternaIwebsite for notifying guests

;D The possibitity of correlation of [icense plates
jD) Planning of loading and unloading on ramps

;:D) Communication with drivers via LED screens

;E} Sptit times / checkpoints

,;D} An extensive module of statistics and reports

;:D) E-mail / SMS notifications for drivers and operators.

ńF6,

Logistics centers,
industrial areas,

enterprises

Parking zone§ - hotels,
shopping Genter§,

airports

Car washes, diagnostic
stations, services

@VnetLPR=

System application

Fu nciona lity of the system



The modular structure of the solution allows for the configuration of functionality
in compatibitity with the specificity of the facitity and customer needs.

lt is possible to expand the system with any number of entrances, cameras and modu[es.

VnetlPR CENTER
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iVnetLPR' Mode of action
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,,l trust, l check, l know ..." that is monitoring
of cash and fiscal transactions as well as sales
sta nds.

VideoParagon is a system of supervision over sales positions. Recorded video material
is combined with information about events in the cash register system. lt allows you to verify
the compliance of the quantity and value of the goods sold with reality.

VideoParagon lt is also an excellent tool for supervising warehouse processes, correctness
of picking,coIlectinggoodsfromthewarehouseincompatibilitywiththeorderorconsidering
complaints.

Receipt archive
A[lows you to view recordings and receipts from
the past with the option of filtering events

Receipt assigned to recordings
Possibility to a na lyze i nd ivid ua l tra nsactions
in comparison with video recording

The system allows the operator to filter and verify the following events:

,;;>> How many times have receipts or products been canceled?

,:D 
'oa, 

the cashier uses a scanner?

.;:>' 

'o* 
is the sale going?

,;:D What the returns procedure looks like?

.,;D ls the organization of the cash register ergonomic?
,i;D who is the statisticaI customer or what group of customers buys a specific type

of goods?

Live preview
Direct preview of monitoring recordings allows
for precise observation ofevents

@i VldeoParagon
Transaction video verification system www.videoparagon łcn. pl



VideoParagon integrates data from sales system with recorded image from cameras, allowing
for quick verification of suspicious transactions and reacting in reaI mode to the following
events:

:D} Canceling a receipt
,;D) Contra entry

':D) Entering the product code without the scanner
.,lD Manualopening of the drawer
.,lD Selling a specific product

';>> 
'*.."Oing 

the set value of the receipt amount
.,D Return products

alerts*:' and notifications

reports
and administration

server VideoParagon

security camera

sales system

Features highlights:

,,:D Transaction secu rity

':D controI of cashiers work and improvement of complaint process
;,>> Easily accessible video recordings and an extensive event search function
.,:>> 

'u.na. 
color highlighting - alarm about defined or unwanted events

...l.,r.u,".-" - -,-*. :l

tro
goods issuing station / verification of the
comp[aint
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VCN s.c.
ścinawska 3
60-178 Poznań

E-mail: biuro@vcn.pl
Tel. +48 6L6229492
www.vcn.p[
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Mode of action
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See how you can improve the operation
of your company
A system supporting the process of project
implementation and coordination service tasks.

@Vcn
keep supervision
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Www.vtools.vcn.pl
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Effective use of employee§
and contractors time

lncrease in potential and
prod uctivity th rou gh tech nology

Real improvement of
order fu lfitlment process

punctuaI execution
of works

Minimizing the costs
of running a business

Effective detection and re§ponse
to problems in order execution



Wools is a comprehensive system streamlining process administration and technical
department work, thanks to automation and standardization of essential elements
of the process.

lt supports realization and supervision in the scope of assembly, repair, technical service,
installation, inspections and maintenance. lt also allows for flexible management
of procedures within the company.
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lnformation flow management, which is cruciaI in the efficient implementation of various
tasks.

Acceleration of work by automating repetitive activities and standardizing the
implementation of important processes.

Filtering the
results

lnventory
control

Filtering
the results

Document
templates

Awide range
of personalized

łttactring tites
to orders

Monitoring
the history
of operations

Payment
monitoring

Acceleration extensive CRM

VCN s.c.

ścinawska 3
60-178 Poznań

e-mai[: biuro@vcn.pl
Tel. +48 6L6229492
WWW.vcn.pl
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@, vToots Key tasks and features

Multiple levels of user
permissionssystem

contact detai[s


